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subject, a less insular interpretation was put upon the reser-
vation of public policy.
A wife sued her husband to recover arrears of maintenance due
under a contract that was governed by Californian law. It was expressly
agreed that neither party would apply to any court for the variation of
the contract and that if in fact it were varied by any court in subsequent
divorce proceedings it should nevertheless remain in force as written.
Ten years later the husband obtained a divorce in California, and the
contract, far from being varied, was incorporated in the judgment,'
The contract, since it contained an agreement by the parties to
oust the jurisdiction of the court, was contrary to the doctrine
of public policy as understood in England, and it was therefore
pleaded that the action was not maintainable. Streatfeild J,,
however, refused to treat this particular segment of the doc-
trine as being of universal application. He said:
'Although it may be contrary to public policy to oust the jurisdiction
of the English courts, I cannot think that it is the public policy of
England to oust a plaintiff in the English courts from suing on an
agreement, assuming that it is otherwise actionable, on the ground
that that agreement purports to oust the jurisdiction of a foreign court.'1
Summary    The problem, therefore, is to classify those cases in which the
of cases English court will refuse to enforce a foreign acquired right,
where dis-        &.	.    -        .	f	i j   ^         *	&    ?
tinctive on the ground that its enforcement would affront some moral
p°licy principle the maintenance of which admits of no possible
compromise. The following is suggested as the probable
classification.
(i) Where the fundamental conceptions of English justice are
disregarded. The established rule, which will be stated later,2
that a foreign judgment cannot be recognized in England if it
offends the principles of natural justice, as, for example, if the
defendant was denied the opportunity of presenting his case
to the foreign court, exemplifies this aspect of English public
policy. Another example is the rule that a contract obtained
by what the judge regards as coercion is unenforceable in
England.3
1	[1954] i W.L.R. 784. It is noticeable that the learned judge treated the
agreement in question as one designed to oust the jurisdiction of the Californian
courts. Its terms, however, expressly provided that there should be no applica-
tion to any court and that a variation made by a#y court should be disregarded.
Could an argument have been founded on this all-embracing formula?
2	Infra, pp. 674 et seqq.
^3 Kaufman v. Gerson, [1904] i K3. 591; supra, p. 157. Dicey showed con-
vincingly that there was in fact no coercion in that case; Dicey (jtb. ed.), p. 829.

